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invictus
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Bold and assertive, \( \frac{4}{4} \) c.66

f

As one we bring our song of thankful

Bold and assertive, \( \frac{4}{4} \) c.66

piano

praise, Up-lifted on this glorious day of days. For, by God's grace, we are disciples

Voice

of the light, And through the spreading of the Word We sing the goodness of the Lord.
Voice

When darkness falls and earthly leaders fail
In hope we trust that wisdom shall pre-

Pno.

vail. And through the fading day we know our role is sure-

Voice

That through the spreading of the Word
We sing the goodness of the Lord.
And when the promised Saviour shall return, The trumpet sound, that noise for which we yearn,
Shall join our song, accompany our melody.

As through the spreading of the Word We sing the goodness of the Lord.
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